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Imagine you've joined a deep sea expedition
in search of a little red fish.

When it’s within your sights you attempt to catch it, but
as you do, along comes a bigger fish.

And then another, each with its own agenda.

What would you do?

Unfortunately, you were so fixated on the little
red fish that you didn’t see the...

Bigger

Picture

But, what if you could?

How would you go about catching
that little red fish?
It’s probably safe to say that all scholarly
publishers want the best information at hand
when making editorial and business
development decisions.

But how can you find the rising
stars emerging in newer fields?
Or assuredly identify the best
subject for your new journal?

Citations and impact factors can help
direct answers to these sorts of questions but they are not leading indicators.
The answer?

A growing list of scholarly publishers are using
Dimensions in order to better understand the
international research landscape and support
confident editorial, product development, and
sales strategy decisions.

What is the research activity
in our subject at the moment?
How does that compare to
the spread of journals
and books?
How is it changing
over time?

You have questions, Dimensions has answers!

With Dimensions, publishers
can increase overall subject
area knowledge on global
funding and use this
intelligence to widen their
scope for audience outreach
and publication support.

Being able to easily
visualize data is a
powerful part of
Dimensions, as it allows
you to instantly compare
results and see things
like trends in data
over time.

You can also determine
which key institutions
have received grants
and use this intelligence
to analyse your sales,
membership, open access,
and author data.
If you need to find appropriate reviewers
for manuscripts or identify top researchers
in a new field, Dimensions can help by
automatically identifying experts who have
the knowledge required, based on specific
research history and even show potential
conflicts of interest.

Better business intelligence = better business decisions

-

Increase subject area knowledge
Identify trends & hot topics
See who received grants
Identify thought leaders & possible reviewers
Categorize, analyze & report
Data that supports your experts in key decision making

Dimensions will help you see the bigger picture!
Dimensions provides, in one place, all
the global grant data publishers have
been missing to support editorial,
product development and sales
strategy decisions.

Find out more at ÜberResearch.com

